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1   Living within your means 

A. The three ways to live within your means are

1.

2.

3.

B. The four types of expenses are

1.

2.

3.

4.

2   Immediately Recover Cash

A. percent of people have an error on their credit report.  percent of those that have an 
error do not qualify for a loan that otherwise would have if the report was accurate.  

B. A good credit score can save you money by  .

C. Four ways you can improve your credit score are

1.

2.

3.

4.

D.  In order to pay off loans quickly, you should ignore the
and determine the  .

E. What are some ways to restructure loans, save/coordinate interest and free up cash flow?

F.  In order to capture wealth, create an elegant tracking system for your money, and battle Parkinson’s Law
set up a  .
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G.  There are several types of corporations, and those may unique from country to country, but the majority
of corporations fall into  categories.

H. Two advantages of an LLC are
 and  .

I.  Two advantages of an S Corporation are
and  .

J. When incorporated, you may go back  years and potentially amend returns.

K. The greatest tax shelter in the world is to   .

L. out of   businesses overpay tax because of 
 .

M. As a business grows and earns more money, the best ways to save on tax are

N. Some advanced strategies that may come from an engineer or tax attorney are

 .

3  Your Personal Roadmap

A. List three areas where you may be leaking money:

1. 

2. 

3. 

B. What is one action that you can take immediately to keep more of what you make?


